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Across 

2.    Clemson proposes to Tarji because she has  
       been schooled all her life in the art of  
       ____________ . (two words)  
4.    Dream Wife was nominated for this Oscar  
       in 1954 - Best _______ Design.  
6.    The slogan "Kerr rhymes with ____ " was  
       used to help people remember how to  
       pronounce Deborah Kerr's Scottish name.  
8.    Effie's occupation  
10.  Sidney _______ directs Dream Wife.  
12.  Effie serves as ___________ for the princess 
        and Clemson; one who translates orally for  
       parties conversing in different languages  
13.  Deborah Kerr's character's nickname "Effie" 
        is short for _________ , her last name.  
15.  Newspaper headlines - "Princess is ______  
       in Hotel Brawl!"  
19.  Walter Pidgeon also played the part of  
       Richard Morey in this 1936 Cary Grant  
       movie (three words)  
20.  Deborah Kerr also plays the part of Lady  
       Hilary ______ in the 1961 Cary Grant movie  
       "The Grass Is Greener".  
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Down 

1.    Khan says this about women meddling in  
       government, "The coach of state cannot be 
       driven from the _________ ." (two words)  
3.    Deborah Kerr also played the part of Terry 
       McKay in this 1957 Cary Grant movie (four  
       words)  
5.    Deborah Kerr played opposite Burt  
       Lancaster in the famous beach kiss scene  
       in this 1953 movie (four words)  
7.    "Make an __________ for me, Clem," Effie  
       says before they kiss.  
9.    Reade goes to Bukistan and tries to sell the 
       country _________ equipment.  
11.  The setting of Dream Wife is this city (two  
       words)  
14.  Princess Tarji's father is king of oil-rich  
       ________ .  
16.  The money, goods, or estate that a woman  
       brings to her husband in marriage  
17.  Large ruminant mammal used as a draft  
       and saddle animal in desert regions  
       especially of Africa and Asia, these were  
       part of the dowry that Tarji gave Clemson  
18.  The movie studio that produced Dream  
       Wife  

 

 


